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Abstract
This article offers a distinctive mapping of the feminist literature on globalisation. Part I sets the “new wave” of debate in the context of long-standing feminist theorising and organisation around global power and politics, drawing attention to a growing focus on economic processes. Part II explores the marginalisation of feminist arguments within globalisation studies, pointing to the dominance of an economistic model of globalisation as a key factor. It also identifies a parallel feminist tendency to neglect non-feminist efforts to develop non-economistic analyses of globalisation. Part III seeks to pinpoint the originality of the contribution of feminism. Although the most obvious starting point for such an evaluation is an emphasis upon gender, the feminist contribution is not reducible to this. Feminists have integrated gender analyses into accounts of multiple, intersecting, relations of global power. They also offer distinctive analyses of the relation between the local and the global and the character of agency and resistance. The article indicates that the feminist response to economism yet remains incomplete. Nonetheless, it demonstrates that feminist insights pose a significant challenge to non-feminist accounts of globalisation and to those organising within and against global power relations.

Introduction
Academic and activist interest in globalisation continues to rise, including amongst feminists. However, feminist interventions on the topic remain marginalised. It is thus a surprise to stumble across an article by a pioneer of globalisation theory and his colleague that devotes space to gender and to feminist accounts:

Increasingly female academics and intellectuals are beginning to see that a feminine view of the global circumstance is desirable, indeed necessary. This has undoubtedly been facilitated in part by the increasing involvement of women in transnational organizations and the growth of a global women's movement ... The feminist discourse of globalization is much more concerned with what may be called the communal aspect of globality and globalization ... it contextualizes the male tendency to consider the global circumstance in solely economic or “world politics” terms. In sum ... there are different male and female discourses.

Although any awareness of the gender dimensions of globalisation is to be welcomed, this statement by Roland Robertson and Habib Haque Khondker is out of kilter with most contemporary feminist arguments. For here we have a claim that there is a single feminist/female discourse on the topic of globalisation, that it emphasises the ways in which the world is a unified community, and that this emphasis reflects a feminine viewpoint and values. Such an elision of women, feminists and femininity ignores the debates that have raged amongst feminists for years about the relationships between biological sex, socialised gender traits, identity and feminist politics. It fails to recognise that many feminists are sceptical about the possibility of global community, emphasising instead a harsh reality of inequality, division and fragmentation. And it denies the fact that, as Marianne Marchand and Anne Sisson Runyan make clear, “[t]here is no one single feminist approach to global restructuring. Instead there are multiple feminist approaches”.
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It is evident that Robertson and Khondker's argument is not grounded in a full awareness of existing feminist literature. Yet notwithstanding significant divergences between their account and feminist accounts of themselves, there is a significant point on which they converge, and that is an emphasis on the challenge posed by feminists to “solely economic” narratives of globalisation. Marchand and Runyan confirm that feminist arguments “reveal that the ontology or nature of global restructuring is far more complicated than economistic accounts of this phenomenon suggest”. Economism is understood here as the analytical practice of assuming a priori that the functioning of the global economy is causal, even determining, of social and political phenomena like globalisation. I will argue below that economistic approaches are becoming increasingly dominant in globalisation studies; the extent of the feminist challenge to economism thus merits particular attention.

So what, exactly, do feminists tell us about globalisation that non-feminist and/or economistic approaches miss? Why are feminist voices neglected in much of the globalisation literature? These are not new questions and other surveys have sought to answer them. In this article, I offer my own, distinctive “mapping” of the feminist literature and its relation to non-feminist argumentation, aiming to highlight the mechanisms of marginalisation at work, the originality of feminist contributions, and the work feminists still need to undertake.

What follows is divided into three parts. Part I places recent feminist globalisation literature in the context of longstanding feminist discourses on and organisation against global power relations. This draws attention to the rising centrality of a shared critique of global economic structures which means, paradoxically, that feminist interventions resonate with the increasingly economic focus of non-feminist globalisation debates. I say paradoxically, because Part II explores the relationship of feminist literature to globalisation debates more generally and suggests that growing economism plays a crucial role in the marginalisation of feminism. An a priori emphasis on the determining role of economic factors, in mainstream and more critical approaches to globalisation, functions to position feminist theorisations and resistances as superstructural or of secondary importance. This indicates the need for feminists to contest rather than affirm economism, which is indeed the stated aim of much the new wave of literature. However, I point here to the fact that feminists have thus far tended to align themselves with critical but still economistic frameworks and to neglect the challenge posed to economism by a more sociological, multidimensional approach which has some space for gender analysis, albeit robbed of its more critical purchase. I suggest that feminist globalisation studies add to such an approach in important ways.

This brings me to Part III, in which I seek to pinpoint exactly what is original and distinctive about the feminist contribution to our understanding of globalisation. The most obvious starting point for any such assessment is the feminist emphasis upon gender: the differential impacts of globalisation upon women and men and the ways in which gender identity and interests constitute globalisation in its current forms. This on its own is a significant contribution to our understanding of how globalisation operates. However, the feminist contribution goes beyond this: integrating gender into sophisticated accounts of the multiple, intersecting, structures and relations of global power and also offering nuanced analyses of the mutually constitutive relation between the local and the global and the complex character of agency and resistance. I argue that the feminist challenge to economism in globalisation studies remains incomplete. Nonetheless, feminist insights still pose a significant challenge to non-feminist accounts of globalisation and to those organising within and against global power relations.

I. Feminist Interventions in the Global
Feminists did not enter into academic debates about globalisation until the mid-1990s, a few years after such debates began, but publications have since mushroomed. This should not be taken to mean that a feminist concern with globalisation is entirely new. Rather, feminists have only recently adopted the label of globalisation as a key analytical category for their work. This discursive shift has gained feminists the opportunity to engage with the existing academic literature on globalisation. What is in danger of being lost is the fact that feminist analysis draws upon a much longer-standing tradition of engagement with global issues and global power relationships. An understanding of this tradition is important because it partly explains the status of economic issues in feminist studies of globalisation and also because it points to the close relationship of feminist academic theory to feminist organising.

Feminist organising has long had an international, and internationalist, dimension. The nineteenth century saw the emergence of many regional and intercontinental feminist alliances in Europe and the Americas, most famously crystallising around state-spanning issues of suffrage, temperance, war and peace, and culminating in a series of international congresses in the early twentieth century. This activity demonstrates awareness that relations and structures of power affecting women could operate in connected ways across state boundaries. However, such awareness was frequently limited by the replication of imperialist, racist attitudes and structures in the interactions of white western women with black and third world women in Europe, North America and beyond – with some important exceptions. Anglo-American anti-lynching activism, socialist internationalist feminist organising across Europe at the turn of the century, and subsequent anti-imperialist networking in Latin America, indicate that a proportion of early feminists made connections between gendered inequalities and the operations of capitalist and also racialised structures within and across states.

A second peak, or wave, of feminist organising and theorising around the global occurred in the 1970s and early 80s. This reflected a more general revitalisation of feminist activism and was shaped to a large extent by the UN Decade for Women and its accompanying global conferences. Understandings of global power and politics were again often compromised and highly contested. Significant splits between North and Southern women’s groups emerged at the first two conferences, in part due to the efforts of many Northern feminists to separate out so-called women’s issues, “perceived as common to all women independent of nationality, race, and class”, from the messy and divisive realities of international politics more generally, in the form of debates about the New International Economic Order, Israel/Palestine and South Africa. Such a position emerged in part out of legitimate wariness of the efforts of national governments to hijack the conferences for their own ends. But it also reflected the limitations of dominant definitions of feminism - the liberal and radical frameworks prevalent in Europe and North America. Liberal feminists, focusing on achieving equal rights within the liberal democratic state, have tended to position divisions of race, class and nationality as symptomatic of unequal treatment and/or cultural backwardness, to be eradicated through the universalisation of fairer laws and processes of modernisation. Radical feminists see the fundamental and pervasive oppressions of gender as stemming from male control and denigration of female sexuality, bodies and reproductive capacities. They have tended to argue that divisions of race, class and nationality between women are male impositions, which women need to transcend by creating a shared sisterhood. While liberal frameworks underpinned longstanding women’s lobbying groups at the UN, which indeed were rarely openly feminist at all and primarily concerned with the advocacy of shared interests, the new generation of organisations that emerged around the conferences were frequently more radical in orientation. They focused on issues such as global patterns of male violence, women’s health and reproductive rights, and were concerned to create autonomous organisational and communications networks.
Liberal and radical frameworks came under increasing attack as the Decade progressed. They were accused, in effect, of replicating the imperialist attitudes of an earlier era, by propounding as universal that which was really the perspective of relatively privileged women from the North, and by downplaying the existence of capitalist and racialised hierarchies from which those women benefited at the expense of poor, black and third world women. This critique was articulated most strongly by black and third world feminists, who drew in part on anti-imperialist, socialist ideologies found also in strands of European feminism, as well as on their own experiences within international politics, feminism and anti-racist or nationalist organising. The growing influence of these arguments within feminism was strongly linked to the fact that black and third world feminists were consolidating their own transnational organisational networks during the second half of the Decade and beyond, and were able to insist on a much higher-profile role at the final Decade conference at Nairobi and again, ten years on, in Beijing. In addition, such arguments gained resonance in the context of the worldwide economic crisis in the 1980s and the influence within feminism of postmodernist arguments about identity and difference.

The result was a shift in global feminist frameworks during the 1980s. Two dimensions of this shift are of particular significance for my argument. The first was the foregrounding of global economic dynamics: it became widely accepted that these needed to be central to any inclusive and critical feminist analysis and, further, that contemporaneous economic processes and policies were having exploitative and destructive impacts on many women and men. Thus, for example, Deborah Stienstra charts the increasing centrality of development issues, and of a more critical perspective toward them, within transnational feminist organising over the UN Decade. The second dimension of the shift in global feminist frameworks was the much greater attention paid to the specificities and differences in the ways in which global economic processes played themselves out in national and local contexts, and in the form of resistances that arose in response. The latter can be seen as symptomatic of what Anne Phillips describes as an ongoing tension in feminism between universalist and particularist frameworks, with particularist frameworks becoming dominant in academic feminist analyses during the 1980s. However, when set in the context of debates about transnational feminist organising, this shift to the particular appears incomplete and unstable. The fact that it occurred at the same time as a more general acceptance by feminists of the significance of global economic processes is clearly key. This ensured that “many Southern feminists, like their counterparts in the North, ‘did not entirely relinquish the fascination of finding global explanations to the subordination of women’”.

Thus surveys like that of Susan Bergeron identify an “abundance of feminist research into the relationship between gender relations and the globalization of capital”. Strictly speaking, most of this work does not use the concept of globalisation - indeed much of it was written before the concept became popularised in the early 1990s. However, there is no doubt that the ways in which global economic dynamics have been depicted mesh with what is now widely referred to as globalisation, albeit with a concern to expose the “narrative of eviction” that has erased the gender-specific consequences on women's lives. Further, strictly speaking, a significant proportion of such feminist analyses do not focus on “capital” or “capitalism” as such, although largely critical conclusions about the operations of capitalism may be drawn from them. One set of analyses focused on “development”. This took the form of the emergence of the Women in Development (WID) and latterly Gender and Development (GAD) schools, the emergence of which was strongly associated with activism at UN conferences, as emphasised by Stienstra, and in which black and third world feminist groups like the scholarly network DAWN (Development Alternatives with Women for a New era) played a particularly key role. A related but somewhat distinct set of literature, highlighted by Bergeron, did indeed focus centrally on the policy and structural shifts in
global capitalism from the 1980s, but discussed these predominantly using the terminology of “neoliberalism” or “structural adjustment”. And both development studies and critiques of neoliberalism have fed into a third set of feminist literature, this time within the discipline of international relations. From the late 1980s/early 1990s, feminists in IR have striven to interrogate the gendered constitution and biases of the discipline and its subdiscipline of “international political economy”.24

It is out of these three sets of research and related activism that, from the mid-1990s, we see a distinctive new “wave” of global feminist frameworks emerging.25 This wave draws heavily upon prior literature but also moves beyond it. And it coincides with key developments in feminist organising. Transnational networking has become commonplace, with many feminist groups striving, with mixed success, to “mainstream” their critique within the international organisations responsible for pushing the globalisation agenda worldwide. Such feminist groups are also becoming increasingly formalised and bureaucratic, although there is a continuing effort to construct democratic, networked modes of interaction in which Southern women play a more central agenda-setting role. And in recent years, feminist groups, including DAWN, have been pushing hard to integrate their feminist critiques into the so-called “anti-globalisation movement”.26 It is in this context that a new wave of global feminist thinking explicitly identifies globalisation as the source and site of debate.

II. Globalisation Discourses and the Marginalisation of Gender

I now want to map out the relationship between feminist and non-feminist studies of globalisation with a view to explaining why feminist arguments, including claims about the significance of gender, tend to remain marginal. Of course the literature on globalisation is highly diverse: just as it is mistaken to assume a monolithic feminist approach to globalisation, so it is with non-feminist approaches. If anything, there is more diversity in the latter: globalisation remains one of the most contested areas of contemporary academic and policy debate. However, it is possible to pick out some broad schools and trends, which helps to clarify where feminist approaches do or do not fit. One final qualification is necessary. The dichotomy between feminist and non-feminist discourses is a rather stark one, particularly given the foregoing emphasis on heterogeneity. As will become clear below, there has been an effort in some strands of the literature to incorporate feminist concerns. However, such an effort is not central to the project of the authors identified. Further, self-declared feminist literature on globalisation, as I will make clear in Part III, has some clear identifying characteristics that non-feminist literature does not share.

It is common to subdivide academic studies of globalisation into two sets of approaches, reflecting key differences of substantive focus and disciplinary location. Economic-political approaches are characteristic of the bulk of work on the topic in IR, development studies and economics: they focus on the integration of the global economy and the impact of this upon the nation-state and other political institutions. Cultural-social approaches are clustered in sociology, anthropology and cultural studies: they depict globalisation as constituted by intertwined economic, political and social forces but disciplinary proclivities tend to encourage a focus on processes and outcomes concerning culture and identity - migration, nationality, hybridity, etc.27 A further subdivision is made by Marchand and Runyan amongst proponents of cultural-social approaches: between homogenisers, emphasising cultural universals and integration, and heterogenisers, emphasising the interplay or mutual constitution of universal processes and localised cultural forms, and the resulting patterns of fragmentation, difference, and hybridity.28 David Held and colleagues offer a third possible set of distinctions, which is in effect a subdivision of the
economic-political approach on the basis of different attitudes toward the extent of economic integration and its impact upon the state. Hyperglobalists believe that the impact is profound and irreversible, and that it is undermining state sovereignty and state power as traditionally understood. Sceptics argue that levels of international trade are currently similar to those found at the end of the nineteenth century and that most integration has been at the regional level. Further, they insist that states remain dominant over economic interaction and capable of regulating and even subverting current trends. Transformationalists argue that recent changes are more profound than sceptics allow but not irreversible or uni-directional as hyperglobalists assume. Globalisation is seen as complex, contradictory, unequal and contestable. Most states are not in control of globalisation processes but neither are they being killed off; rather they are being reshaped in significant ways.29

Finally, approaches to globalisation can be distinguished on the basis of their normative or political attitude to globalisation. According to Jan Aart Scholte, we can identify liberals, conservative sceptics, and critics.30 The first category draws attention to the obvious fact that much of the hyperglobalist literature, which accepts and, further, condones globalisation, is of a liberal orientation. It should be recognised that there are significant differences between the most ardent, neoliberal proponents of globalisation, who believe the opening up of markets will bring prosperity, harmonisation and peace, and the warier liberal institutionalists and welfare liberals, who insist that economic and political reform is necessary to curb the more unequal and destructive effects of market forces.31 Scholte’s second category maps to a large extent on to Held et al.’s ‘sceptics’ identified above. Attention is drawn to the fact that analytical scepticism about the character and extent of globalisation tends to be rooted in social–democratic, nationalist or mercantilist political traditions that defend the state as the locus of legitimate political decision-making and the nation as the source of cultural authenticity.32 The third category of ‘critics’, according to Scholte, draws on postmodernism or marxism – I would add that specifically neo-gramscian reformulations of marxism have been particularly influential in IR.33 Critics in general believe that globalisation is profoundly damaging and exploitative, functioning to increase poverty, inequality, environmental degradation and conflict. States and interstate institutions are seen as bound up within and compromised by globalisation processes and thus the appropriate locus for political and cultural responses lies in localised communities and/or transnational activism. Interestingly, critics often share with liberal advocates an hyperglobalist analysis of the scope and extent of globalisation and an homogenising view of its cultural effects – although they clearly reject a neoliberal appraisal of all this as positive. The flowering of critical literature in the late 1990s has been paralleled by a much-remarked rise in social movement activism, and an accompanying activist-produced literature, targeting those processes and actors seen to be representative of globalisation and most harmful, from the World Trade Organisation to genetically modified food.34

Notwithstanding this diversity of perspectives, I would agree with Robertson and Khondker that “the most prominent current usage of the term ‘globalization’ is undoubtedly associated with the global expansion of the market economy”.35 Further, it is also commonly believed that “globalization means global homogenization …. When globalization is seen as an obliterating tidal wave, it is frequently represented in primarily economic or politicoeconomic terms–as a new form of economic and cultural imperialism, as Westernization, as Americanization.”36 Or as Leslie Sklair puts it:

The approach to globalization that I put forward in 1990 argued that there was one dominant global system structured around the transnational corporations, a transnational capitalist class and the culture-ideology of consumerism. In the early 1990s it was not clear to everyone that this apparently one-sided
conception of globalization was the most fruitful approach to take. However, by the beginning of the twenty-first century, in the aftermath of the battle of Seattle and many other challenges to capitalist hegemony, it is difficult to deny the centrality of the struggle between the forces for and against capitalist globalization …. globalization has come to be identified in the minds of most people with the capitalist system.37

Although the status of capitalism as such is more contested than Sklair allows, what we have here is a convergence on the assumption that there is now a dominant model of globalisation, one that I will call the economic-homogenisation model. As Robertson and Khondker insist, such a model is economistic, in that it positions economic dynamics as causal of what are seen as unidirectional developments in other domains.

Why and to what extent has this framework become dominant? Robertson and Khondker acknowledge that different disciplinary discourses of globalisation reflect different disciplinary interests but they also point to the “global ascendancy of economics and economists in politically influential national, international and supranational contexts [to the extent that] … the discourse of economic globalization is extremely pervasive.”38 This is a claim about the hegemonic influence of the economics discipline. It needs further to be recognised that this discipline has in the last few decades become unified to an extraordinary extent around neoliberal, hyperglobalising orthodoxies, although some cracks in this consensus have appeared more recently.39 Amongst analyses with a more cultural disciplinary and substantive focus, work by homogenisers on mass commodification, westernisation, the “global village”, “the end of history” and “macdonaldisation” has received significantly more popular attention than the musings of heterogenisers on postcoloniality and hybridity.40 This is quite possibly because such hyperglobalising analyses have generally been written in a significantly more accessible style than analyses of postcoloniality and the like. It may also be because they share a tendency to position the global economy as determining cultural shifts which resonates strongly with hegemonic economic frameworks. Those few heterogenisers who have gained more widespread attention, such as Samuel Huntington with his “clash of civilisations” thesis and Benjamin Barber with his argument about “Jihad vs McWorld”, also share this underlying approach: cultural difference and particularity are positioned as responses to globalisation which is perceived in economic-homogenisation terms.41

Further, the rise of critical perspectives on globalisation feeds into and off the dominance of the economic-homogenisation model. Such a claim undermines the assertion by Marchand and Runyan that the “critical wave of literature on globalization … is rejecting the narrow economistic and often unquestioning literature of the first wave”.42 It is necessary here to make a careful distinction between approaches that are critical of neoliberal economic orthodoxy with those that are critical of economism as such. It is my contention that a large proportion of critical voices on globalisation are the former but not the latter. They assume an economic-homogenisation model of globalisation – as a deliberate neoliberal policy and/or because it is the latest stage of capitalism - and it is against this that their critiques are directed. Thus Sklair, for example, insists that “the most important global force at the beginning of the twenty-first century is the capitalist global system. Transnational corporations provide the material base for a transnational capitalist classes that unquestionably dictates economic transnational practices and is the most important single force in the struggle to dominant political and culture-ideology transnational practices”.43 Or consider a recent collection of analyses by Stephen Gill, which focuses on what he calls “capitalist globalisation”: “This great transformation is associated with the intensification and extension of exchange relations and the mediation of social relations by money, a process that
is largely shaped by the discipline of capital”. Sklair and Gill are both marxists but neither subscribes to the more structurally-determinist versions of marxism. Sklair emphasises the role of economic, political and cultural practices and Gill uses a neogramscian framework that pays attention to the ideologies and institutions of civil society, and into which Gill has integrated Foucauldian insights on surveillance and disciplining as forms of power. Nonetheless, their analyses of globalisation remain economistic, in terms of their clear *a priori* location of causality in economic relations, processes and actors.

Although it should be remembered that non-economistic poststructuralists and ecologists also lurk in the critical fold, the economistic tendencies of critical academic literature are reinforced by much activist discourse in the aftermath of what Sklair and others call “the battle of Seattle”. Activist discourse too demonstrates variation in what is included under the label globalisation but there remains considerable convergence around the view that “the enemy” consists of the increasing power of corporations and of international financial institutions, and the neoliberal policies of trade liberalisation and privatisation propounded by the latter and from which the former benefit. Some activists then insist that they are not anti-globalisation as such but are instead opposed more specifically to neoliberalism, or to ‘economic globalisation’, or to ‘globalised capitalism’, and in favour of an alternative, more humane globalisation. This points to a differentiated approach to globalisation, which poses a challenge to economism as well as to neoliberal economic orthodoxy and which has affinities with feminist approaches, as we will see later. However, it is counteracted by a strand of movement organising that is influenced more directly by marxism, albeit of a more ad-hoc or structurally determinist variant than that found in academic-oriented texts. This strand links neoliberal economic developments structurally to the underlying processes of capitalism; globalisation is repositioned as the latest stage of capitalism; and the anti-globalisation movement is reoriented as the “anti-capitalist” movement, rooted in class conflict and struggle. Thus there is significant convergence in critical academic approaches to globalisation and activist discourse, contributing to the pervasiveness of economism..

An emphasis on the restructuring of the global economy is shared to a large extent by feminist interventions, albeit for different reasons, as outlined in Part I. So why then do feminist voices remain largely ignored in non-feminist debates? Why does the feminist concern with gender receive little if any attention?

There are several possible reasons. The first is that globalisation discourses reflect what feminists have convincingly identified as a pervasive male dominance and masculinist bias in academic and public life more generally. Feminists explain how this unequal situation arose and is maintained in ways too numerous to do more than touch on here: ranging from a philosophical critique of rationalist epistemology as predicated on white, western, masculine traits; to a sociological focus on the ‘situational constraints’ of childcare and domestic chores that prevent many women being fully integrated into public life; to a radical feminist analysis of the operations of global patriarchy, seen as a unified system of male dominance rooted in control of female sexuality and reproductive capacity. However it is explained, the fact of male dominance in academic and public life, including in globalisation studies, is hard to dispute. A second, more specific, reason for the marginalisation of feminist insights in globalisation debates could be found in the claim made by some IR scholars that international or global relations are gender-neutral. This is related to the assumption of the separateness of the international realm, challenged by theorists ranging from liberalism to poststructuralism; it has also been shown by feminist IR scholars to be rooted in a masculinist standpoint, functioning to reify male dominance of global process and render women invisible. In the wake of such sustained attack, the notion of gender-neutrality would seem much less tenable now but it is possible that it lingers on in the habit of some globalisation theorists to adopt a
high level of abstraction from concrete human relations, as we will see below. A third possible reason for feminist marginalisation is the self-exclusion of feminists from mainstream international and global debates. As Robertson and Khondker claim, “there has been a strong tendency in some feminist circles to privilege the local and in fact to regard the discourse(s) of globalization as a masculine preoccupation”. However, this claim is unconvincing. In Part I, I attempted to show that feminists have long engaged with global issues; that the shift to the particular in the 1980s was always incomplete; and that feminists have been developing at least since then analyses of phenomena associated with globalisation. They have been explicitly engaging with the discourse of globalisation since the mid-1990s, and are still rarely listened to.

There is a fourth possible reason for feminist marginalisation that has as yet received little attention. I propose that economism, more dominant than ever in non-feminist globalisation discourses, encourages resistance to feminist concerns. This is because an a priori emphasis on the analytical priority of economic dynamics renders gender analysis, and feminist mobilisation, invisible, superstructural or secondary. It becomes very difficult to see that gender might be causal of globalising dynamics and, consequently, that feminist mobilisation challenging gender relations might be integral to reshaping globalisation. This is as true of critical interventions into globalisation debates as it is of neoliberal hyperglobalists. The latter abstract economic rationality and interaction from other domains of social life, naturalising them and seeing them as unavoidable imperatives, thus removing economic decision-making, and the gendered assumptions underpinning their economic model, from political debate. Critics and sceptics respond by attempting to resocialise and historicise economic processes. But marxist critics do so by positioning them as causally prior to all other social phenomena and, frequently, by locating possible resistance in subordinate classes. It is hardly controversial in feminist circles to point to the problems that this has posed historically for feminists: the gendered assumptions about human agency upon which it rests; the equation of feminist concerns about equality in struggle with bourgeois deviation; the consequent urging to subsume feminist movement in the larger struggle.

Although many marxists and feminists have sought to expand marxist frameworks and integrate feminist concerns - with strategies ranging from analysis of the gendered relations of productive and reproductive labour, to “dual-systems” theory on the interconnection of capitalism with patriarchy - the relationship between marxism and feminism has always been a troubled one. Thus it is perhaps rather surprising that feminist globalisation studies in academia have thus far focused their critical fire almost exclusively on neoliberal paradigms, tending to align themselves with critical approaches rather than to interrogate them. Academic feminist studies of globalisation might learn here from feminist activists who are involved directly in the movement against aspects of globalisation and who clearly recognise the need to struggle simultaneously on two fronts: against neoliberal economic orthodoxies and against a reductive economism in oppositional discourses and organisation.

Finally, it should be acknowledged that feminists are not alone in attempting to develop non-economistic accounts of globalisation and that there are other theoretical resources upon which feminists can draw. As Robertson and Khondker insist, the economic-homogenisation model was preceded by the effort to theorise culture, difference, locality and resistance as integral to globalisation in complex ways. Although a large proportion of such work fits broadly within the cultural-social disciplinary focus outlined above, it also crosses disciplinary boundaries and is perhaps best defined as transformationalist or perhaps multidimensional. The latter term is helpful in drawing attention to the fact that thinkers like Robertson, Anthony Giddens, Anthony McGrew and David Held have long argued that globalisation is constituted by multiple social, economic, political and cultural forces. An insistence on multiplicity encourages sensitivity to the ways in which globalisation is not
monolithic and its direction not predetermined. Stress is placed on the rising density and stretching of social relations across the globe, the reshaping of space and time, and the role of consciousness and reflexivity. Agency and resistance are neither eradicated nor placed outside globalization but theorised as an integral aspect of its dynamics. Localities are seen as constitutive of global dynamics as well as the other way round.\textsuperscript{58}

My purpose in drawing attention to this multidimensional approach to globalisation is to highlight the fact that the economic-homogenisation model is increasingly dominant but it is not uncontested in non-feminist literature. Further, the multidimensional approach is potentially more sympathetic than economistic frameworks, including critical ones, to feminist concerns. However, as my opening discussion of Robertson and Khondker indicated, feminist insights have not yet been taken on board. Robertson and Khondker make the contentious claim there is a single feminist discourse on the topic of globalisation and that this reflects the feminine viewpoint and values of unity and holism. In earlier work, Robertson acknowledges that the association of women with what he called the more “familial” and “environmental” aspects of globalisation is ambiguous in its origins and political ramifications, and he notes feminist dispute over the universality and potential emancipatory effectiveness of women’s “difference”. He also, briefly, refers to the role of “a diverse international women’s movement and that movement’s particular concern with the theme of ‘women and development’” as “relevant to, and a manifestation of, globalization”.\textsuperscript{59}

This is a welcome acknowledgement but the ramifications for women, feminists and globalisation remain under-theorised. Giddens has written extensively on issues of identity and intimacy, in which he engages with feminist writings and foregrounds issues of gendered power and (in)equality.\textsuperscript{60} There are clear links to these concerns and his work on globalisation in the form of a common emphasis on the disruptive effect of detraditionalisation and disembedding mechanisms in the context of high modernity; the consequent erosion of boundaries between private and public, local and global; and the ensuing struggle to establish a more reflexive consciousness as the basis for relationships with others. But this analysis has its limitations, focusing as it does on the ontological preoccupations of relatively privileged western women and men and downplaying interconnections with the material structures and relations of power, including the restructuring of capitalism and the changing role of the state.\textsuperscript{61} Neither Robertson nor Giddens engages with the new wave of feminist work on globalisation. This could enrich the multidimensional framework in important ways. It is with this in mind that the next part explores this new wave, pointing to four key areas in which it makes a distinctive contribution.

### III. Key Feminist Contributions to Globalisation Debates

**Gendering Globalisation**

One of the central aims of feminist social analysis for decades has been to “bring gender in”: to make gender, and particularly women, visible. The new wave of feminist globalisation literature can draw upon a wide range of feminist arguments to this end, of which feminist development studies and analyses of neoliberal shifts remain the most influential. Two main elements in these bodies of work have been repeatedly highlighted as of central relevance to the feminist study of globalisation.\textsuperscript{62} The first is a focus on the restructuring of production and labour by transnational corporations. As Saskia Sassen puts it, this has led to the “feminization of the proletariat” whereby “off-shoring manufacturing jobs under pressure of low-cost imports mobilized a disproportionately [young] female workforce in poorer countries which had hitherto remained largely outside the industrial”.\textsuperscript{63}
Extensive work on so-called “global factories” in export-processing zones has been supplemented by analyses of the restructuring of agricultural labour and the post-fordist trend to “homeworking”. The second relevant element of longer-standing feminist research focuses on the ways in which neoliberal-influenced programmes aimed at restructuring the state have had differential impacts on women and men. The overwhelming impression from this literature is that privatisation of utilities and services has led to large-scale female unemployment, particularly, in east central Europe, and that the slashing of social spending and welfare programmes there and in other regions has tended increase women's unpaid domestic and caring labour. Feminist globalisation literature continues to extend debate on both of these interconnected political economy issues, reaching complex conclusions about the context-specific combinations of exploitative and also sometimes empowering effects upon different women in different areas.

Longer-standing work on these two issues was pioneering because it exposed the effects of globalisation on women and men - on gendered subjects. This strategy remains extremely valuable but, as Marchand and Runyan make clear, the new wave of feminist accounts of globalisation take two crucial further steps:

… feminist perspectives and epistemologies move us from looking at the gendered effects of global restructuring to examining the effects of gender on global restructuring and the effects of global restructuring on gender. The latter inquiry causes us to rethink gender, revealing it as a highly unstable category and thereby enabling us to disrupt the scripts of globalization that rely on gender to dichotomize thought and action as well as naturalize and legitimize inequality.

In other words, the new wave of feminist literature emphasises that the impact of globalisation on gender is ambiguous and destabilising. It does not act on pre-gendered subjects but rather creates gendered subjects that are contradictory and shifting. For example, it has been argued that the restructuring and transnationalisation of the ex-socialist states in central and eastern Europe has opened up space for autonomous women's mobilisations to emerge which can expose and challenge the gendered exclusions of the restructuring process. Filipino migrant domestic workers gather regularly in central Hong Kong, thus subverting the public/private divide and its associated racial and gender hierarchies and providing a visible reminder to the host state of their presence. As well as this kind of destabilisation of and by women, there is some – as yet limited - work in the new wave of feminist literature which highlights the destabilisation of male roles and identity. For example, Charlotte Hooper exposes the continuities and changes in hegemonic masculinity as evident in the Economist magazine, whereby an emphasis on strength and rationality has been forced into softer and more informal modes by the rise of a feminised service sector, leading to hypermasculine retrenchment and moments of “gender anxiety” where women are perceived as dominant and threatening.

Marchand and Runyan indicate that recent feminist accounts not only examine the effects of globalisation on gender but also expose the effects of gender on global restructuring. This poses a particularly significant challenge to non-feminist discourses because it positions gender as causal of globalisation. One feminist strategy here is to investigate the gender make-up of global governance institutions, highlighting the limited extent of women's access to decision-making processes. There is also extensive analysis of the ways in which dominant neoliberal economic models incorporate masculinist biases, in terms of their reliance on a model of human nature which universalises culturally-specific
and masculinist assumptions about economic rationality, and their focus on the productive or commodity-based economy at the expense of the informal, household, care-based economy. Another key feminist strategy involves exposing the gendered metaphors and language through which globalisation discourse is constructed and sustained. For example, Marchand and Runyan stress that it is through its presentation as an “‘irresistible’ (masculine) force”, penetrating virgin economies, that globalisation is naturalised.

However, Susan Bergeron warns that a feminist focus on this masculinist global discourse can contribute to its reification and fears the construction of an oppositional, idealised feminine order. There are two ways in which this could happen. First a masculinised global is counterpointed to a feminised local. This is in effect to argue for the existence of the public/private division on a world scale, with the relegation of women and femininity to the privatised, excluded, local realm underpinning the dominance of men and masculinity in the global public. Robertson and Khondker imply that this is the view of feminist work that privileges the local, but their analysis erases the long history of feminist engagement with the global. Second, a feminine form of globalisation could be juxtaposed to a masculine one. This is the preferred strategy that emerges from Robertson and Khondker’s account. However, I have found little feminist literature that juxtaposes masculine to feminine orders in a simplistic, idealised way. While Robertson and Khondker argued for the existence of a feminine vision of community in counterpoint to masculine economism, Kimberly Chang and L.H.M. Ling offer a more subtle and convincing strategy. They contrast a hypermasculine mode of “techno-muscular capitalism” (TMC), facilitated by the “hollowing-out” of the state, with a feminised “regime of labour intimacy” (RLI), policed by a vigorous, coercive state. The RLI is exemplified for Chang and Ling by the large-scale migration of Filipinas to fulfil insecure, poorly paid domestic service roles, thus freeing up the metropolitan middle classes for fuller integration into the more public, less place-bound, masculinised world of TMC. These are neither static nor naturalised male and female globalisations: rather, we are shown how there are multiple gendered globalisations which have context-specific ramifications, are socially constructed, and are locked into an intimate and hierarchical relationship with one another.

Intersectional Approaches to Global Power

Significantly, Chang and Ling's analysis also moves beyond a one-dimensional focus on gender, exposing the devastating effects of the sexualised, racialised and national hierarchies at play within globalisation. This kind of analysis is becoming increasingly common within feminism. Black and third world feminists in particular have argued influentially for a shift away from an exclusive “monist” focus on gender, or even a “parallelist” focus on gender and capitalism, in favour of “intersectional” analyses of the ways in which multiple sources and forms of power manifest themselves in context-specific ways. Such analyses balance an emphasis on the macro-level patterns of the interstate system, transnational racial and gender hierarchies, and global capitalist dynamics, with attention to their context-specific variations and interplay. The feminist literature on globalisation continues to develop this kind of approach to global relations and structures of power.

Chang and Ling offer just one example; there are many others. Thus Jahnavi Phalkey shows how globalised processes of modernisation and industrialisation have been mediated in the Indian context by the rise of hindu nationalist forms of populist organisation, hindutva, in which women are mobilised in key and often destructive ways against muslim communities. Seiko Hanochi explores the ways in which localised Japanese patriarchal systems have combined with postwar economic modernisation, the US militarisation of South East Asia and the strong yen of the 1980s “to produce socioeconomic conditions that
favor the commodification of the female body in a master-and-servant relationship”, and that have encouraged a surge in the trafficking of prostitutes into Japan.\(^79\)

It is worth noting that feminist globalisation theorists have as yet tended to focus on the interplay of racialised, gendered and economic hierarchies. Other kinds of power and other aspects of globalisation may be still in need of attention. For example, Janet Kenway points to:

… a relative absence of sustained feminist accounts of the relationship between capitalism and new technologies and the changes in the economic, knowledge and management approaches which have arisen, in part at least, as a function of the application of new information and communications media.\(^80\)

It seems to me that the cultural effects and causes of globalisation also remain relatively unexplored. This is not to deny the existence of an extremely rich feminist literature on identity, nationalism, migration, religion and sexuality on which feminist analysts of globalisation could and sometimes does draw. However, I am aware of little work that gives a sustained account of the relationship between culture and globalisation from a feminist perspective.\(^81\) I suspect that this is due less to disciplinary preoccupations, given the explicitly multidisciplinary character of much feminist work, and more to the increasing centrality of global economic dynamics in feminist analysis and organising traced in Part I. Further, there is a convergence here with the growing dominance of the economic-homogenisation model of globalisation across the field. To give just two examples: although Haleh Afshar and Stephanie Barrientos explicitly stress the “multidimensional” or “multiple” and contradictory nature of globalisation, their book opens with an emphasis on economic integration and chapters are organised into sections on economic and political dimensions.\(^82\) Cindi Katz makes a similar move using a different kind of language, claiming “globalization, of course, is just another way of saying and doing imperialism ... we are living in the shards of a Eurocentric but global capitalism”.\(^83\)

Now I do not mean here to dispute the extent and significance of the global integration of the capitalist economy under neoliberal auspices, the enormous impact this has had on much of social and political life across the world, and the fact that for many people this impact has been exploitative and detrimental. Whether the terminology used is of neoliberalism, capitalism or imperialism, feminist accounts generally make the hierarchical, racialised and systematically exploitative nature of recent economic developments extremely clear. Further, as the account of feminist debates in Part I indicated, these patterns do have to be central to any account of global power if that account is to be inclusive and critical. But there is a danger here of feminists using terminology and categorisations unreflectively and in ways that slide towards economism: lumping too much into economic categories and neglecting the causal role, and possible contestation of capitalist forces, by other dynamics – gendered and racialised hierarchies, cultural processes, political organisations. I have argued that the prevalence of such economism across globalisation studies helps to explain the marginal attention paid to gender analysis and feminist activism within that field. I am also concerned that a feminist lapse into economism will subvert the full development of intersectional analysis of globalisation.

So how are feminists to proceed in developing such analyses and simultaneously to retain a critical emphasis on the exploitative and divisive impact of recent economic developments? I suggest that the strategy currently adopted by many feminists is to use the label of globalisation as a synonym for such developments. It is thereby accepted that studies of globalisation are studies of the global economy, located squarely within the disciplines of
economics or international political economy. In which case, of course, economic processes, their constitution and their impact, are the central analytical concern: the feminist contribution is to show how these are intersected in specific contexts by other forms of power. Such an approach need not be economistic as such, it could involve an attempt to show how these other forms of power are constitutive of neoliberal economic developments. However, it is clearly difficult to maintain equal analytical weight on other forms of power if the economy is the main focus of concern and given the overwhelming influence of economism more generally. There is a cost in terms of the loss of the potential nuances of the globalisation concept and there is also a difficulty of logic: if globalisation is global economic power, how can we talk of other forms of power as globalised? This strategy, then, brings with it ambiguities and contradictions. It may be in danger of subverting the challenge to the economism that keeps feminism in a marginal status in globalisation studies.

I want to propose an alternative strategy, which involves detaching the concept of globalisation from the global economy. This is not to suggest that feminist studies of globalisation abandon or even downgrade economic analysis. Rather, it involves a more careful and explicit naming of economic processes: reasserting for capitalism the name it has gone by for centuries; clarifying the changing nature of imperialism; labelling the ideological and policy shifts over the last few decades as neoliberalism or capitalist restructuring. This then opens up the possibility that globalisation is an analytically distinct, if empirically related, phenomenon. This seems to follow the logic of the intersectional framework more rigorously. For one thing, the globalised character of multiple forms of power and social relationships can be acknowledged, including but not reducible to the economic. Such a strategy finds a parallel in one of the activist discourses outlined earlier, which rejects the label of “anti-globalisation” and insists rather that the movement is specifically against neoliberal or capitalist forms of globalisation, and in favour of alternative, more humane and democratic, forms of globalisation. Further, it is here that the multidimensional academic discourse becomes useful, with its insistence that globalisation should be understood in terms of the stretching of social relations over space, the compression of time and distance, and the reconfiguration of geography, locality and borders. On such a view, the relationship between globalisation and capitalism, or between globalisation and neoliberal restructuring, becomes something to be investigated rather than assumed.

This leads me back to my claim that the multidimensional discourse of globalisation offers space to the feminist concern with gender. However, feminist intersectional analysis also points to problems with the way this non-economistic discourse has developed thus far and it is at this point that a key contribution of feminism becomes clear. Most obviously, the feminist emphasis on pervasive transnationalised racial and gender hierarchies corrects what remains a significant substantive lack in the multidimensional approach. More generally, feminist analysis brings a critical awareness of hierarchies and relations of domination into a discourse that tends to characterise the multiple factors of globalisation in more pluralist terms as social realms or fields. Finally, the insistence that multiple relations and structures of power interact in context-specific ways pushes what remains a largely “god’s-eye-view”84 of globalisation to engage with and write from concrete, diverse local standpoints.

**Subverting the Local/Global Dichotomy**

The relationship between the local and the global has long posed conceptual problems for international and global studies. It should be acknowledged that the multidimensional literature on globalisation has made a significant contribution to the debate on this topic, conceiving of the possibility of mutual constitution in terms of “glocalisation” and “hybridity”.85 Nonetheless, such arguments tend to be formulated in universalist and abstract terms. The feminist intersectional framework outlined above brings with it a much stronger
methodological impetus to pay attention to the operations of globalisation in specific local contexts and to be explicit about the location from which the author writes. This is reinforced by the more general normative feminist commitment to exposing how apparently abstract, gender-neutral processes of globalisation, and writing about globalisation, are embedded within material, gendered social relationships. As Sassen argues, “the dominant narrative concerns itself with the upper circuits of capital, not the lower ones; and particularly with the hypermobility of capital rather than place-bound capital”. Her effort to expose the ways in which high finance and information industries are underpinned by a gendered and racialised division of labour within the offices of global cities shows that “secretaries are part of it, and so are the cleaners of the buildings where the professions do their work”.86 Chang and Ling’s account of the underpinning of techno-muscular capitalism by a regime of labour intimacy populated by Filipina migrants has a similar effect. Further, note Naomi Klein’s high-profile account of the globalisation of branding processes, whereby transnational companies become increasingly detached from specific products and the manufacturing of those products by associating themselves instead with ideas and identities and by contracting out production. Klein begins her deconstruction of this process from her home in a converted Toronto textiles warehouse, then traces her own physical journey through the different geographical sites where women and men produce, sell, consume and resist branded goods.87 It is through an emphasis on location and embodiment that women are made visible as sites, sources and authors of globalisation.

As Freeman warns, there is a potential problem lurking here in the equation of the global with abstract, masculinised global forces, with women visible only at the local, feminised level. On my reading, most of the new wave of feminist literature on globalisation avoids such a problem. It does more than simply maintain a parallel focus on both the global and the local or insist on their mutual constitution: rather, it subverts the dichotomy by insisting on many globals and many locals, and by looking at the complex ways in which these interact in different ways in different contexts. This is particularly well-illustrated in Freeman's case study of Caribbean “higglers”. The term refers traditionally to women traders in foodstuffs. Freeman applies it to the contemporary phenomenon of professional women working in high-status managerial roles in globalised, feminised, offshore informatics industries. Such women frequently use the free flights that come with the job to engage in international higglering, venturing into a previously masculine world of international travel and leisure in order to bring back fashion and consumer goods with which they can increase their status and incomes. In so doing, they transnationalise a local feminine-associated practice and bring globalised feminine modes of consumption back to the local; they turn consumption into a form of production; and they translate taste and style across state boundaries. Freeman concludes that such women are not simply local actors, responding to global forces; rather “they are involved in crafting multiple modes of global capitalism itself”.88

Reclaiming Agency, Reconstructing Activism

Freeman goes on to claim that this process of transnational trading transforms the higgler “from being primarily instrumental in the forces of globalization (as an employee of an MNC) to becoming agentive”.89 Her article offers an excellent demonstration of the fact that feminist deconstruction of the global/local dichotomy is accompanied by a move to bring agency centre-stage in accounts of globalisation. In part, this is a reaction to earlier WID and GAD representations of women as “one of the ‘vulnerable groups’ bearing the brunt of structural adjustment ... victims of a process of restructuring which is outside of their reach and by which they are increasingly marginalised and excluded”.90
The concern to counter structural determinism is, again, not uniquely feminist. Others have pointed to the ideological character of the depiction of globalisation in terms of structures without actors - an irresistible force, for which no-one can be held accountable. Marxist-influenced critiques have exposed the class interests served by globalising dynamics in the economy, and the transnational class networks that promote them and which, in some cases, have the capacity to resist them. Those of a more social-democratic, sceptical inclination have insisted that states drive globalisation and thus could restructure or resist it. Note that such strategies limit agency to either class or states. A more open-ended approach is found in multidimensional accounts of globalisation, which have drawn on “structurationist” arguments to emphasise the constitutive role of global consciousness and reflexivity. Feminist work points to problems with all these approaches. Although some feminist analysis has followed the sceptical emphasis on state agency, emphasising the emancipatory potential of the state to act on behalf of women adversely affected by neoliberal restructuring, this is tempered by a longstanding feminist critique of the masculinist biases of the state and Bergeron, for one, has been critical of any romanticisation of the state in conditions of globalisation. Multidimensional accounts of agency have been criticised by Chang and Ling for privileging hegemonic masculine modes of subjectivity associated with the “globe-trotting cosmopolitan”.

The new wave of feminist interventions are distinctive in their focus on how agency and subjectivity are gendered, and in their attention to the agency of women, particularly less privileged women. Their analyses create the space for this in ways already indicated above: by denaturalising global capitalism, pointing to the complex and often contradictory ways in which it interacts with other forms of power and local contexts to disrupt gender relations and to produce emancipatory as well as oppressive opportunities and effects for women.

A good deal of the literature emphasises women’s resistances. There are some problems with this emphasis as it can reduce agency to a function of structure, with commentators adopting an implicit foucauldian approach in which power calls forth its own resistances, rather than seeing agency as potentially generative. Also, the language of resistance may be in danger of imposing a shared, progressive orientation onto diverse actions. Phalkey's nuanced exploration of women's participation in communal violence in India enters a plea against dismissing such actions as false consciousness. “If women's agency in hindutva is a result of manipulative politics, it still has the potential for change”. Further, the language of resistance misrepresents a whole swathe of everyday actions and strategies that are not necessarily aimed at social change at all. Significantly, Chang and Ling move away from the language of resistance in their account of the experience of Filipinas overseas. Such women resort to a range of strategies to subvert their sexual stereotyping, ranging from a reversion to traditionalist notions of religion and nation, to the adoption of a sexually ambiguous “tomboyism” which enables intimate relationships with other Filipinas and the assumption of leadership roles. For Chang and Ling, this points to a “pragmatic globalism”, which “aims to engage with, fit in, sort through, and negotiate across differences” and which “aspires for an overall sanity that endures through all the conflicts and contradictions that beset our daily, global life”.

Neither transcendence nor resistance, then, but a creative coping strategy. Freeman makes a stronger claim for women's generative agency. In the process of transnational trading, the Barbadian higgler becomes “a new agent of globalization ... she is involved not in ‘countering’ global capitalism ... but in intensifying its reach and in a sense democratizing its rewards”. Here Freeman is explicit that higgler women are not resisting globalisation, nor simply responding to it, but making it their own. Higglers are also agents of change in gender relations, albeit not in terms that are necessarily self-identified as feminist. The new wave of feminist globalisation analysis is keen to uncover spaces and potentialities for feminist organising but also highly critical of the
universalisation of the labels or categories of feminism. The literature strives to use the
diverse forms of agency exposed in rich case studies less to reaffirm feminist politics than to
interrogate them. Taking context, diversity and agency seriously means abandoning any
residual claim to a unified, authentic, singular feminist project. This feeds into and off the
current trend to decenter white, western feminism and to emphasise the fragmentation and
multiplicity of feminist organisation and subjectivity. And yet few feminist analysts would
want to abandon the possibility of feminist politics altogether. This is perhaps particularly the
case amongst feminist globalisation theorists, who have shown how globalisation is inscribed
with macro-level patterns of inequality and domination that stretch across borders. Thus we
find a number of pieces that explore the interplay of the fracturing of feminist politics with
the transnationalisation of mobilisation in response to and as part of globalisation.

For example, Stienstra examines the role of women's caucuses in the UN conferences
of 1992-1996, highlighting the growing leadership role of Southern women but also the
continued conflicts caused by de facto geographical and financial dominance of Northern
women. Amy J. Higer emphasises the impact of such a strategy on the 1994 Cairo
population conference, asserting that what she calls the women's lobby “was more organised,
politically knowledgeable and skilful than at any previous population conference”, resulting
in the high profile of women's rights in the final declaration. Like Stienstra, however,
Higer emphasises the difficulties of maintaining a coalition along a north-south axis, pointing
to the marginalisation of more radical southern groups with their emphasis on contesting
structural adjustment policy. Kathleen Staudt et al. point out that access to the internet, which
is becoming increasingly central to transnational mobilisation, is stratified by economic,
gender and racial inequality. Valerie Sperling et al. offer a more positive analysis in their
account of a US-Russian “transnational advocacy network” in which Russian women
succeeded in shaping the agenda and in bringing non-economic resources which were vital
for US women. “Despite the inequalities of such exchanges, we contend that, through the
process of globalization, local movements learn from and build on each others successes”.

All of these analyses reject the assumption, evident in idealised notions of global
sisterhood, that feminism is somehow outside or transcendent of globalisation. They show
how feminists are facing up to the multiplicity of globalised inequalities that structure and
compromise feminist resistances. They also challenge dichotomised models of political
action, by tracing the ways in which activists strive to build bridges between North and
South, to mediate globality and locality, to avoid universalist erasure and particularist
exclusion, by creating alliances that acknowledge differences and tackle inequalities. Clearly,
feminists have some way to go in constructing such alliances. However, their experiences are
of more general significance for the theorisation of activism and resistance in a global era.
They are also of relevance to other movements. As many feminist activist groups are
currently arguing, their analyses need to be taken on board more fully in the “anti-
globalisation” movement if this is to provide an effective, radical challenge to the
intersections of neoliberalism which gendered and racialised hierarchies, and if it is to be
inclusive of those most affected by such intersections.

**Conclusion**

This article began with the marginalisation of feminism in globalisation studies – and
with a rare acknowledgement, by Robertson and Khondker, which nonetheless
misrepresented feminist argument about globalisation in significant and curious ways.
Robertson and Khondker correctly identified that the emergence of such feminist argument is
closely connected to international feminist organising and that it poses a challenge to
economism in globalisation discourses. However, they also asserted that the distinctive
contribution of feminism lies in its elaboration of a feminine view of world community. Such an assertion is not borne out by a close study of the “new wave” of feminist literature on globalisation. In this article, I traced the emergence of this literature from long-standing feminist debates and organisation around global power, before exploring reasons for its marginalisation in non-feminist studies of globalisation, focusing in particular on the impact of the growing dominance of economism. I then offered a detailed mapping of what, exactly, the feminist literature has to say about globalisation that is original and distinctive – reaching very different conclusions from those of Robertson and Khondker.

The most obvious starting place for an assessment of the distinctive contribution of feminist studies of globalisation is their insistence on the significance of gendered inequalities. Feminists have been developing analyses of the gendered effects of the global economy for some decades now, emphasising particularly the detrimental effects of development and neoliberal restructuring on women. The new wave of feminist literature continues to build on these analyses and also to draw attention to the ways in which gender is being reconfigured by globalisation and the ways in which globalisation processes are themselves gendered. The latter presents a radical challenge to non-feminist discourses by positioning gender inequalities as constitutive. But it needs to be recognised that the feminist contribution goes beyond this emphasis on gender. Most feminist interventions adopt an “intersectional” approach to globalisation, paying attention to multiple globalised power relations, including gender, and to the ways in which they are played out in context-specific and often contradictory ways. This takes me to the concern of feminists to reconceptualise the relationship between the local and the global. Although others share this concern, feminists are distinctive in their consistent efforts to show how seemingly abstract global processes are embedded within local, gendered, relationships. They have also attempted to destabilise the global/local dichotomy by pointing to multiple globals and locals and the ways in which they are mutually constitutive. They look specifically to expose the ways in which women act to reconfigure global-local relationships in their daily lives. Thus, finally, feminists have attempted to recover possibilities for agency and resistance in a globalised era. Again, this attempt is not unique to feminism. But there is a distinctive emphasis here on the gendered and racialised specificities of agency and in the focus on the agency of women in diverse contexts. This has been accompanied by an interrogation of feminist movement politics in a global age, with particular attention paid to ongoing efforts to restructure transnational feminist activism in ways that recognise and counter the ways in which it is shot through by globalising dynamics of power and inequality. This carries lessons for other movements. In sum, the feminist contribution is not reducible to a focus on gender. It also involves complex arguments about global power, the global and local, and agency and resistance, which are at the cutting edge of critical interrogations of globalisation and which deserve fuller recognition.

However, I have also identified an ongoing tension or problematic in feminist studies of globalisation around the role of economic processes. Although it is correct to argue, as do Robertson and Khondker, that feminists have been critical of economism, I have also shown that a concern with global economic processes has become increasingly central to feminist theorising and organisation. There has resulted in a tendency to align feminist globalisation theory with the critical globalisation literature - which is critical of neoliberal economic orthodoxies but which remains economicist. I have argued that an economicist, economic-homogenisation model of globalisation is increasingly dominant across globalisation studies and that this is a major reason why feminist concerns and insights remain marginal. Economist approaches, whether supportive or critical of globalisation, do not allow a constitutive role for gender as a form of power or for feminism as a form of resistance. It is thus imperative that the feminist challenge to economism be developed more fully and on
more fronts. Some hope can be drawn here from feminists involved in ‘anti-globalisation’ activism, which are explicitly attempting to challenge the economism of leftist oppositional discourses and practices. Academic feminist concerns could find some space in the non-economic, multidimensional approach as adopted by Robertson and Khondker, amongst others, although this often lacks a critical edge and its awareness of feminist arguments is yet limited. The feminist intersectional framework identified above can in some ways be interpreted as a fuller development of the multidimensional approach: it is more critical in its foregrounding of multiple power hierarchies, including gender; more contextually sensitive; and more embedded in the realities of diverse lives. Yet there appears to be some slippage in feminist studies of globalisation between this intersectional framework and the economistic-homogenisation model. Certainly, the precise status of economic processes within the intersectional framework has not yet been fully worked out. I have suggested that feminists need to foreground the unequal operations of capitalism in globalisation, and in feminist mobilisations, whilst striving to avoid conflating current economic developments with globalisation per se. This is not simply a technical issue of terminology: it is crucial to the overall direction of academic analyses of globalisation and of activist efforts to challenge globalisation’s most inhumane effects. Doubtless, the insights and dilemmas generated by feminist theory and practice will continue to shed light on the possibilities ahead.
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